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Chicka Chicka Boom Boom Board Book
In a rhythmic alphabet chant, all the letters race one another up the coconut tree. On board
pages.
The harvest garden is bursting with delicious vegetables, the pumpkins are decorated and lit,
and the mice have their costumes ready. Everyone is looking forward to the annual Halloweennight feast. Scary Cat wasn’t invited to the party, but he seems to think he’s coming anyway.
Time for a clever mouse-style surprise to outsmart that cat!
Rawr means "I love you" in dinosaur, and there's no better way to celebrate your little
hugasaurus than with this pun-tastic book! Filled with cute dinosaur puns, beautiful illustrations,
and heartwarming message, I Love You More, Babysaur is a dinomite board book families will
love to read together again and again. Perfect for sharing with someone you love, this sweet
story also includes full dinosaur names and pronunciations! The best book gift for: Babies and
toddlers ages 0-3. Made just for their little hands! Valentine's Day Dinosaur lovers Baby
showers Birthdays Holiday stocking stuffer Easter basket and more! You make my heart saur,
Above trees and mountains too. I love you more than anything, I spino know what I'd do
without you.
A tiny bug goes for a walk, but it's no ordinary stroll. Soon he bumps into a cat, then a
crocodile, and even a baby pig! More creatures join in, until they tippy-toe into a mysterious
yellow house belonging to a young boy, who happily tumble bumbles right along with them. In
this charming cumulative tale, Felicia Bond takes readers on a rhythmic adventure that counts
new friends up to ten.
The beloved counting-themed companion to the bestselling Chicka Chicka Boom Boom is now
available as a Classic Board Book! 1 told 2 and 2 told 3, “I'll race you to the top of the apple
tree.” One hundred and one numbers climb the apple tree in this bright, rollicking, joyous
rhyme, now available as a Classic Board Book. As the numerals pile up and bumblebees
threaten, what’s the number that saves the day? (Hint: It rhymes with “hero.”) Young children
can read and count and play and laugh to learn the surprising answer.
Get to know Miffy the bunny and all her family and friends in this sweet board book inspired by
the TV show Miffy’s Adventures Big and Small. Meet Miffy, a courageous little bunny with a
big heart in this tall, sturdy, adorable shaped board book! Miffy loves adventures and having
fun with her friends, and Miffy has lots of friends! Would you like to be Miffy’s friend, too?
‘Miffy and Friends’ © copyright Mercis Media bv, all rights reserved.
A miniature vehicle-filled alphabet book that starts with an ambulance and ends with a
zippermobile is shaped like Lowly Worm's applemobile. On board pages.
In a book that begins at either side and ends in the middle, a little boy and his mother are
taking a walk together when one asks "How much do you love me?" and the other provides a
rhythmic response. On board pages.
Chicka Chicka Boom BoomLittle Simon

Presents twenty-five seasonal stories for retelling with a flannel board, and provides
patterns for felt pieces and suggestions for related games and activities.
Get to know Mole, the underground protector of the garden, in this fact-filled natural
history adventure with vibrant collage artwork from the Caldecott Honor–winning
illustrator of Chicka Chicka Boom Boom. Some might think that Mole is a garden pest,
but the truth is, he is a pest-preventer! Mole keeps worms and caterpillars and other
crawly bugs from munching up all the growing veggie plants. And so at harvest time,
there is a bounty of yummy goodies for the gardeners to enjoy—and Mole is chubby
from all the eating he has done and ready to get cozy in his burrow for winter. Complete
with a beautiful glossary identifying all of the different worms, caterpillars, moths, and
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butterflies included in the illustrations, this colorful gem from Caldecott Honoree Lois
Ehlert is sure to delight nature lovers of all ages.
Shapes and colors in your zoo, lots of things that you can do. Heads and ears, beaks
and snouts, that's what animals are all about. I know animals and you do too; make
some new ones for your zoo.
Caldecott Honor artist Lois Ehlert invokes birds and beasts from all walks of the animal
kingdom in this collection of fun, clever, and witty poems. Beautifully illustrated in Lois’s
signature bold and bright collage style, this exploration of camouflage and adornment
will both illuminate and delight.
Despite the warnings of her mother and father, Anna persists in trying to climb things,
until she gets stuck in the top of a tree and needs their help to get down.
Meet Ralph the talking dog.
Easy-to-read rhyming text describes what can be done on a drum with hand, fingers,
and thumb.
Numbers from one to one hundred climb to the top of an apple tree in this rhyming
chant.
Synopsis coming soon.......
A is for seed, B is for eggs, C is for milk -- what's going on here? The seed is tomorrows Apple,
the eggs are tomorrows Birds, the milk is tomorrows Cheese! Explore a wonderful world of
possibility with an imaginative alphabet puzzle that encouraged young readers to look beyond
the obvious.
Count—and bark—with a fun pack of pups in this Sandra Boynton classic. Serious silliness for all
ages. Artist Sandra Boynton is back and better than ever with completely redrawn versions of
her multi-million selling board books. These whimsical and hilarious books, featuring
nontraditional texts and her famous animal characters, have been printed on thick board
pages, and are sure to educate and entertain children of all ages.
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, does your bookshelf have enough room? For this collectible
boxed set, of course it does! A told B and B told C, “I’ll meet you at the top of the coconut
tree.” So begins the celebrated, rollicking alphabet chant that has been a children’s favorite
for decades. As all the letters of the alphabet race one another up the coconut tree, Bill Martin
Jr and John Archambault’s rhythmic text keeps the beat with Caldecott Honor illustrator Lois
Ehlert’s bold, cheerful art. And the race continues in the counting-themed companion, Chicka
Chicka 1, 2, 3, featuring jaunty text from Bill Martin Jr and Michael Sampson and vibrant
illustrations from Caldecott Honor illustrator Lois Ehlert. Packaged together in a handsome
boxed set, these two Chicka Chicka classics make an ideal gift and belong on every bookshelf!
The complete edition of the bestselling children’s favorite, Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, is now
available as a Classic Board Book! A told B and B told C, “I’ll meet you at the top of the
coconut tree.” When all the letters of the alphabet race one another up the coconut tree, will
there be enough room? Of course there is always enough room for this rollicking alphabet
chant that has been a children’s favorite for more than twenty years! Bill Martin Jr and John
Archambault’s rhythmic text keeps the beat with Caldecott Honor illustrator Lois Ehlert’s bold,
cheerful art. This winning combination has created a series of enduring Chicka Chicka
favorites, and now, for the first time ever, the complete edition of the original Chicka Chicka
Boom Boom story is available as a Classic Board Book. With sturdy pages and rounded
corners, this portable edition of an irresistible alphabet romp will delight a new generation of
young readers.
From the creators of the bestselling classic Chicka Chicka Boom Boom comes a lively parade
of fancy, dancy, prancy words! Some words are long. Some words are short. Some words are
fancy. Some words are dancy. Bill Martin, Jr., and John Archambault’s rhythmic text about first
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words is the perfect fit for Lois Ehlert’s bold, bright, cheerful art. This winning combination
makes this book a must-have for all Chicka Chicka Boom Boom fans!
A special fiftieth anniversary edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s masterpiece, “a desperate, painfully
honest attempt to confront the monstrous crimes of the twentieth century” (Time), featuring a
new introduction by Kevin Powers, author of the National Book Award finalist The Yellow Birds
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best novels of all time Slaughterhouse-Five,
an American classic, is one of the world’s great antiwar books. Centering on the infamous
World War II firebombing of Dresden, the novel is the result of what Kurt Vonnegut described
as a twenty-three-year struggle to write a book about what he had witnessed as an American
prisoner of war. It combines historical fiction, science fiction, autobiography, and satire in an
account of the life of Billy Pilgrim, a barber’s son turned draftee turned optometrist turned alien
abductee. As Vonnegut had, Billy experiences the destruction of Dresden as a POW. Unlike
Vonnegut, he experiences time travel, or coming “unstuck in time.” An instant bestseller,
Slaughterhouse-Five made Kurt Vonnegut a cult hero in American literature, a reputation that
only strengthened over time, despite his being banned and censored by some libraries and
schools for content and language. But it was precisely those elements of Vonnegut’s
writing—the political edginess, the genre-bending inventiveness, the frank violence, the
transgressive wit—that have inspired generations of readers not just to look differently at the
world around them but to find the confidence to say something about it. Authors as wideranging as Norman Mailer, John Irving, Michael Crichton, Tim O’Brien, Margaret Atwood,
Elizabeth Strout, David Sedaris, Jennifer Egan, and J. K. Rowling have all found inspiration in
Vonnegut’s words. Jonathan Safran Foer has described Vonnegut as “the kind of writer who
made people—young people especially—want to write.” George Saunders has declared
Vonnegut to be “the great, urgent, passionate American writer of our century, who offers us . .
. a model of the kind of compassionate thinking that might yet save us from ourselves.” Fifty
years after its initial publication at the height of the Vietnam War, Vonnegut's portrayal of
political disillusionment, PTSD, and postwar anxiety feels as relevant, darkly humorous, and
profoundly affecting as ever, an enduring beacon through our own era’s uncertainties.
“Poignant and hilarious, threaded with compassion and, behind everything, the cataract of a
thundering moral statement.”—The Boston Globe
The renowned Caldecott Honoree and illustrator of Chicka Chicka Boom Boom provides a
moving, intimate, and inspiring inside look at her colorful picture book career. Lois Ehlert
always knew she was an artist. Her parents encouraged her from a young age by teaching her
how to sew and saw wood and pound nails, and by giving her colorful art supplies. They even
gave her a special spot to work that was all her own. Today, many years and many books
later, Lois takes readers and aspiring artists on a delightful behind-the-scenes tour of her
books and her book-making process. Part fascinating retrospective, part moving testament to
the value of following your dreams, this richly illustrated picture book is sure to inspire children
and adults alike to explore their own creativity.
Putting a twist on the bedtime book, this story is sure to comfort any child with a curiosity about
the night. This lap board book edition is ideal for families and tots to read together. Full color.
Chicka Boom Boom Chica chicka boom abc and 123 coloring book

Unable to sleep on the night of a full moon, a young boy follows the sound of
music across the fields and finds an unusual barn dance in progress.
A boy and rabbit both have two eyes that see all kinds of things, from blue and
red to a bird and a bed.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL
INDIE BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended
by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1
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Library Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF
THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of” Book From:
Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle *
PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary *
Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune *
NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads
Voter Favorite * In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E.
Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young
woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a
dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across
history and art, as a young woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark
on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie
stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her
name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Count from one to ten as Mommy and baby count their hugs throughout the day.
From one nuzzle-wuzzle wake-up hug, to four "I'll always catch you!" sliding
hugs, all the way to ten "I love you!" good-night hugs, this book captures some of
the special moments mother and child share. In the style of Karen Katz's
COUNTING KISSES, this is a simple, fun, bright book that mommies will love to
read with their little ones.
This colorful, sturdy board book features wipe-clean pages and a marker so
preschoolers can practice writing their letters and solve age-appropriate Hidden
Pictures puzzles, mazes, and other fun activities over and over again. Learning
letters and alphabet order are essential building blocks for future learning, and
Highlights brings "Fun with a Purpose" to these formative skills. Our awardwinning content blends uppercase and lowercase letter tracing and writing
practice with alphabet-themed puzzles and humor, which will help kids develop a
lifelong love of language--all in a take-along format perfect for learning on the go.
"Celebrating 50 colorful years with Brown Bear"--Cover.
Maurice rides his bike to his shop every day. Lotta rides her bike to collect sticks
every day. Both go about their separate routines, unaware of the friendship that
awaits them just a few blocks away. But what happens when a branch and a
lemon peel get in the way? This delightful falling-in-like story from acclaimed
picture book creators Carter Higgins and Zachariah OHora celebrates the power
of coincidence to lead us to the friends we're meant to meet all along.
An alphabet rhyme/chant that relates what happens when the whole alphabet
tries to climb a coconut tree. Includes alphabet stickers.
From the creators of the bestselling classic Chicka Chicka Boom Boom comes a
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rollicking first concept board book collection! A told B, and B told C, I’ll meet you
at the top of the coconut tree! From the creators of the bestselling classic Chicka
Chicka Boom Boom comes a delightful board book gift set that includes three
Chicka Chicka classics! Little ones will love learning their ABCs, 123s, and fancy,
dancy first words. This rollicking collection includes: Chicka Chicka ABC Chicka
Chicka 123 Words
Ten little caterpillars are out and about in our big, wide world--come join them!
You never know what you might find. . . . A butterfly, perhaps? Readers of all
ages have celebrated the work of Bill Martin Jr and Lois Ehlert ever since their
first collaboration on Chicka Chicka Boom Boom more than twenty-five years
ago. Now these two picture-book geniuses are together again in this dynamic
and visually stunning counting-and-natural history picture book that's just perfect
for reading aloud--and comes complete with a glossary filled with intriguing
information about all of the caterpillar stars!
The #1 New York Times Bestseller, USA Today Book of the Year, now a major
motion picture starring Emily Blunt. The debut psychological thriller that will
forever change the way you look at other people's lives, from the author of Into
the Water and A Slow Fire Burning. “Nothing is more addicting than The Girl on
the Train.”—Vanity Fair “The Girl on the Train has more fun with unreliable
narration than any chiller since Gone Girl. . . . [It] is liable to draw a large,
bedazzled readership.”—The New York Times “Marries movie noir with novelistic
trickery. . . hang on tight. You'll be surprised by what horrors lurk around the
bend.”—USA Today “Like its train, the story blasts through the stagnation of
these lives in suburban London and the reader cannot help but turn pages.”—The
Boston Globe “Gone Girl fans will devour this psychological thriller.”—People
EVERY DAY THE SAME Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning
and night. Every day she rattles down the track, flashes past a stretch of cozy
suburban homes, and stops at the signal that allows her to daily watch the same
couple breakfasting on their deck. She's even started to feel like she knows
them. Jess and Jason, she calls them. Their life--as she sees it--is perfect. Not
unlike the life she recently lost. UNTIL TODAY And then she sees something
shocking. It's only a minute until the train moves on, but it's enough. Now
everything's changed. Unable to keep it to herself, Rachel goes to the police. But
is she really as unreliable as they say? Soon she is deeply entangled not only in
the investigation but in the lives of everyone involved. Has she done more harm
than good?
An extension of the Groovy Tube Book line, this series engages younger kids
with a fictional story that explores the book's topic while educating them with ageappropriate facts. With an illustrated storybook, ten toys, fun facts, and
interesting photographs, Junior Groovies bring the fun of the Groovy Tube books
to a whole new age group! Sturdy, foam-lined pages and chunky toys make
these perfect for hours of imaginative play! When a bee wanders a little too far
from the backyard, will it find its way back to the hive? Kids will love reading this
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fun story and learning all about spiders, grasshoppers, fireflies, and more along
the way.
PRESCHOOLERS WILL CHEER the return of Duck and Goose! All the favorite
characters, including Bluebird and Thistle, return—this time to introduce basic
counting concepts. One goose. Two ducks. Three friends. As the characters
illustrate from numbers 1 to 10, children will love to follow along with the simple
text and all-new original art. Easter egg-colored art makes this the perfect Easter
gift for young children everywhere!
Passenger trains and electric trains. Here come the trains. All aboard!
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